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as the national team's starting point guard, Guo Ailun not only superb skills, recently and AirJordan signed more than ten million
endorsement contract. Pride in life is also proud of the new girlfriend recently seaside sun, showing the perfect figure proud curve.
Fans praised Guo Ailun is the real winner in life! 

last season's Guo Ailun ushered in all burst, the field can get a career high of 19.9 points, 4.3 rebounds, 4.2 assists, 2 steals of all
data, is Liaoning's courageous starting point guard. 

has been Chinese basketball lack most is excellent point guard Guo Ailun as the national team, the back of the line star, expect big
nephew can play better, winning glory for the country. 

Guo Ailun's girlfriend has a big leg, a perfect figure, fans admire their love, work double harvest, is the winner of life. 

The focus point 
recently Jordan Brand KAWS is the largest absolute; Air Jordan 4 joint, but you don't forget to have a pair of old driver with absolute
worth starting. It is a Michael Jordan motorcycle team Air Jordan exclusive color also will usher in the sale of 4. This exclusive color
but not commercially available, can be described as a hard to find shoes, have engraved is absolutely the same attention. White
black blue brown color can definitely help you win more attention of many shoes. It is reported that this new book will be on sale in
March 25th, priced at 1399 yuan, male, female 999 yuan. You must pay attention to interest. 
· 
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